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Abstract

Supervision over movement of astronomical bodies were most accessible, and the Universe became
the first scientific experimental laboratory. Movement is inextricably related with time. Therefore an
astronomy became by the chronometer of a human history. Power of the Universe is generating ideas,
that Space plays a key role in human existence. Astrology which was engaged in definition of influence
of an location of stars on destiny peoples lay the foundation of beginnings of astronomy. Freedom of
interpretation of location of stars has led to to speculation of various type which in a result has transformed
an astrology into a pseudo science. Therefore various positions of an location of stars can be considered by
chronometer, which fixes connection of change in activity of the Sun (which is influencing on living) with
a history of the person. The known idea about definition of date of a birth of Jesus Christ by the certain
position of stars in the sky about which it is written down in the Bible as about the star of Bethlehem
develops. Position of planets seen from the Earth by the elementary calculations executed by the author
more 10 years ago, for December, 25 of 4 up to B.C. has formed in the sky a cross. Many speculative
collisions are critically analyzed, which are connected with a birth and Jesus’s death and reflection of it
in figures in the sky ( travel and a life in the north of Japan, death in the age of 106 years). After analysis
and visitation of village Shingo in Japan (where Jesus’s tomb author shows mystification of astrologists
is situated ) and he opens secret of monk Dionisy Small, who ”established date of a birth of Jesus” in
536 year . In 2008 the team of astronomers under management D. Reneke similarly, but more exact
with influence of planets against each other has established time of Jesus birth precisely - on 17June, 2
up to B.C. Mistakes and jugglings of astrologists are analyzed. It was concluded about artificiality of
many conclusions of the astrologists based on a baseless identification of a projection located in most
various areas of the universe of stars on a terrestrial firmament and comparisons of these projections with
semantic figures known to people. The report has an object to pay attention to growing influence on a
society of an astrology speculating on seeming connection with astronomy.
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